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KKCL Juniors is for boys and girls aged 11 to 17. Our programmes 
have been carefully designed to maintain a strong focus on 
English progression at the time as appealing to young people’s 
sense of creativity and fun. 

For those who are over 18 we offer adult courses, details of which 
are in our KKCL English brochure. 

We are particularly proud of our Go Create! English lessons. These 
one-of-a-kind classes allow our students to use their imagination 
and language skills to produce creative work in English that is 
uniquely theirs. This allows us to design dynamic, challenging 
English lessons like no one else.

The KKCL Juniors Programme 

 > English Lessons
 > Cultural trips and tours
 > Sports and activities
 > Accommodation and food
 > ‘KKCL English Club’ online learning

History and Accreditation

KKCL is proud to have been welcoming English language students 
for fifteen years. 

We are accredited by the British Council and a  member of English 
UK and are committed to the highest standards of education and 
welfare.

Strenghts were noted in the areas of student administration, 
course design, teaching, care of students, leisure opportunities, 
care of under 18s.

- Accreditation Unit, British Council

WELCOME TO KKCL JUNIORS
THE CREATIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMME AND SUMMER SCHOOL AT CENTRES IN 
AND AROUND LONDON
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Year-Round Closed Groups
We are always happy to welcome closed groups of Junior learners and 
young adults. We also design courses for Erasmus, PON and Trinity exam 
students. Our programmes are centred around creativity and versatility, so it’s 
no wonder that we are always ready to adapt. We have designed special 
courses geared towards Drama, Literature, and British Culture, to 
name but a few. Get in touch to find out what we can do for you!

Flagship Harrow School

Our flagship school is located in a Grade II listed building in 
Harrow - originally a 19th-century village school house. You 
will find the school has excellent modern facilities, bright, cosy 
classrooms, a comfortable student lounge, and our own stylish 
cafeteria serving a wide variety of international food. The school 
is less than 5 minutes walk away from the Piccadilly line into 
central London. 

Summer Centres

In addition to Harrow, our Summer School programme takes place 
in Greenwich, Reading and Telford. Our summer centres are all 
major university campuses with excellent facilities and safe and 
secure on-site residential accommodation. We deliver the same 
innovative Go Create! English programme across all our centres, 
with trips and activities making use of the local area as well as 
central London. Further details about our centres, additional 
programmes, seasonal offers and booking information can be 
found at www.kkcljuniors.com.
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Many schools offer workshops, many schools offer English 
lessons, but very few can offer the integrated experience that we 
do.

In Go Create! English, language is explored in the classroom and 
then put into practice in creative projects such as animation, 
filmmaking and music production. The focus of each project is 
on using real English to discuss ideas, solve problems and use 
language creatively.

This unique programme is designed and updated by English 
language teachers who have professional backgrounds in the 
filmmaking, music and web design industries.

Exam Preparation for Groups
We prepare closed groups of students for Trinity and Cambridge 
exams as required. Generally these exams will take place on the 
final day of school. We are a registered examination centre for 
Trinity.

GO CREATE! ENGLISH

Go Create! English projects include

 > TV Dubbing

Students write their own words and do voice-overs for scenes 
from cartoons or dramas.

 > News 

Students research, write and present their own news stories.

 > Music 

Students write lyrics, then record live vocals to create their own 
pop songs. 

 > Filmmaking 

Students take roles as both actors and crew (lighting, sound, 
camera, director) to shoot a short film. 

 > Interviewing

Students choose a topic they would like to find out about and 
interview the British public to find out the answers. 

 > Radio Drama

Students write, perform and add special effects to create their 
own radio drama.
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Recent updates 

 > Fresh new materials and resources covering from complete 
beginner to advanced level

 > Updated syllabus to bridge the gap between ‘traditional’ 
and ‘innovative’ teaching and learning styles

 > Language-focussed lessons to develop language skills, life 
skills and real world knowledge

 > Greater variety of creative task-based classroom activities 
to practise and activate specific language points

ACTIVATE YOUR ENGLISH, LEARN NEW SKILLS AND DISCOVER 
HIDDEN TALENTS

British Council top rated in

•	 Course	design	

•	 Teaching



Go Create! English offers...

 > Dynamic, qualified teachers:

All our teachers are creative, professional and fully qualified 
according to British Council standards. They use a wide range of 
materials, media and different technologies in lessons, as well as 
music, drama and storytelling.

 > Accurate level-testing:

After students have been welcomed to the school (and told a few 
rules!) they sit our grammar and speaking tests and complete a 
needs analysis. 

Right from the start, we make sure we get to know our students 
as both learners and people. We place students according to 
language level, but we also take nationality and age into account.

 > Individual Certificates:

Every student receives a KKCL Juniors certificate of attendance on 
departure. This illustrates a student’s achievement in the various 
areas of English numerically according to the CEFR (Common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages)  and our own 
in-house assessment system, ES Points (English Study Points) and 
through an End of Course Report comment by the teacher. These 
grades are calculated by a combination of placement testing and 
continuous assessment results.  

 > Blended Learning: 

We use web-based apps for Go Create! English so we can deliver 
the same programme across multiple centres. Project work is 
available online to access when students return home via KKCL’s 
dedicated student portal English Club.
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	• 15	hours	per	week
	• Maximum	16	students	per	class
	• Project-based	English	lessons
	• Online	access	to	student	work
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WELFARE AND SAFEGUARDING 
OUR COMPREHENSIVE AND INDEPENDENTLY REVIEWED WELFARE AND SAFEGUARDING 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES GIVE YOU PEACE OF MIND THAT YOUR CHILD IS IN SAFE HANDS

Welfare and Safeguarding

KKCL has comprehensive welfare policies and procedures - reviewed by the British Council - and 
dedicated staff who do their very best to ensure the safety and wellbeing of your child. Students 
are supervised 24/7 during the programme and carry a 24-hour emergency telephone number at 
all times.

Welfare Policy
At KKCL Juniors we continually update risk assessments and maintain health and safety standards 
to ensure that everyone enjoys a safe and happy stay. There are always staff at the school or centre 
who are trained to give first aid and provide child protection. Our staff are friendly and approachable 
and support students if they have any worries or concerns.

Arrival
Groups of 9 or more passengers are met by a member of KKCL staff wearing a staff T-shirt and ID 
badge to ensure a smooth transition from the airport to the school. Individuals and small groups are 
personally met and greeted by the driver at the arrival gate. On arrival at our school, students are 
greeted by a senior member of staff who will be able to answer any immediate questions.

Before the start of their classes, students receive a tour of the school and a full induction covering 
the school facilities and welfare & safety provision including emergency procedures. Students are 
told who to contact if they encounter any problems or need any help. As part of the induction, 
students are given an ID card and workbook with 24-hour emergency contact information.

During the Stay
Staff wear bright T-shirts or jackets with the school logo and often carry KKCL umbrellas so they are 
visible at all times.

Our homestay and residential accommodation arrangements ensure supervision by homestay hosts 
/ trained staff who are available 24-hours a day in case of emergency.

British Council top rated in

•	 Care	of	students

•	 Care	of	under	18s



Homestays
 > Immersive British experience

 > English language used throughout the stay

 > Weekly laundry provided

 > Shared or en-suite bathroom 

Harrow Homestays are a perfect way to experience a friendly 
atmosphere,  practise English and learn about the British way of 
life. London is one of the most multicultural cities in the world and 
host families can come from many different ethnic backgrounds, 
but English is always the main language spoken at home. Meals 
can be provided both at home and at school depending on the 
timetable.
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Hotels
 > TV and hot drink facilities in each room

 > Bulk laundry service

 > En-suite bathrooms

 > 24-hour reception 

Some groups prefer the convenience and familiarity of a hotel. 
All our partner hotels are within convenient travelling distance 
from the school and are checked and inspected by our staff prior 
to arrival to ensure the rooms and services meet our quality 
standards. A buffet breakfast is provided, with other meals at the 
school. 

Please note that we can arrange hotel accommodation for group 
bookings only.

Residences
 > Single or shared rooms (en-suite option)

 > KKCL’s own residential staff providing 24-hour support

 > Dedicated security and caretaking staff

 

All our residences are safe and secure with 24/7 monitoring. They 
are situated on University campuses within easy walking distance 
of classrooms, activity rooms and catering facilities.

ACCOMMODATION
LIVE WELL, LEARN WELL WITH OUR RANGE OF ACCOMMODATION 

OPTIONS - FROM LEAFY HOMESTAYS TO LIVELY RESIDENCES
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Harrow & St Dominic’s Highlights

 > Safe and quiet London suburb - ideal for homestays in 
the capital

 > A range of carefully selected hotels to cater for the 
needs of your group

 > Piccadilly tube line to central London is only 5 minutes 
walk from the school

 > Only 30 minutes away from Heathrow Airport

 > Visit the famous Harrow School and Wembley Stadium

KKCL HARROW 
THIS LEAFY SUBURB OF NORTH-WEST LONDON IS IDEAL FOR HOMESTAYS AND 
IS AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND FOR GROUPS WHO WOULD LIKE A TAILOR-MADE 
JUNIOR EXPERIENCE



KKCL ST DOMINIC’S
KKCL ST DOMINIC’S IS A SUMMER CENTRE RESERVED FOR OUR 

JUNIOR STUDENTS AND IS ONLY A SHORT WALK AWAY FROM 
OUR MAIN CENTRE IN HARROW
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Availability
Harrow: Year Round (Group booking only from September to 
June)

St Dominic’s: July and August

Age Range
12 to 17

Location
Flagship school in Harrow or St Dominic’s

Accommodation
Homestay, Hotel, Residence

St Dominic’s Sixth Form College

We have expanded our KKCL Harrow Summer School by taking 
up residence in the outstanding facility at St Dominic’s. One of 
the best ranking Sixth Form colleges in the United Kingdom, 
it is connected to our Harrow School via a short walk through 
leafy Harrow-On-The-Hill, and there you will find a modern 
academic facility that caters for up to 1000 people, and with a 
great view of London too!



KKCL GREENWICH
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OUR ZONE 2 PROGRAMME TAKES PLACE IN A STATE-OF-
THE-ART CAMPUS IN THIS BEAUTIFUL, HISTORIC AREA 
OF LONDON, FAMOUS FOR MARITIME HISTORY AND THE 
GREENWICH MERIDIAN - WHERE EAST MEETS WEST!

Greenwich Highlights

 > Historic London location next to Greenwich Park 
and the River Thames, famous for the National 
Maritime Museum and the Greenwich Meridian

 > Next to a Zone 2 station with quick and easy 
access to other parts of central London

 > Award-winning designer building with ultra-
modern classrooms

 > Brand new en-suite accommodation with 24-hour  
reception for comfort and security
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Availability
9 July to 13 August

Age Range
12 to 17 (born before 31 August 2005)

Location
Stockwell Street Campus, University of Greenwich

Accommodation
Daniel Defoe Halls, Premium en-suite



Availability
9 July to 13 August

Age Range
9 to 17

Location
Whiteknigths Campus, University of Reading

Accommodation
Mackinder Hall, Premium single en-suite 
Wantage Hall, Single room with shared bathrooms, Boarding 
school environment 

Reading Highlights

 > Self-contained campus in a relaxed town next to the 
River Thames

 > Central London is under 30 minutes’ by train

 > Convenient access to all London airports

 > Easy access to Oxford, Windsor Castle and the English 
countryside

 > En-suite accommodation located on the Whiteknights 
campus
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KKCL READING
READING BOASTS AN EXCELLENT MODERN CAMPUS SET 
IN THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE, CLOSE TO OXFORD AND 
NEXT TO RIVER THAMES AS IT WINDS AWAY FROM LONDON - 
WHICH IS ONLY 30 MINUTES BY TRAIN
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Wantage Hall Highlights

 > Wantage Hall was built in 1906–1908 by Lady Harriet 
Wantage in memory of her husband Lord Robert Loyd-
Lindsay, 1st Baron Wantage. It was built as an extension 
for College of Christ Church, Oxford University

 > Explore the magical world of Harry Potter by visiting the 
real locations that you’ve seen in the movies

 > Dine in our Great Hall (including a final feast at our Grand 
Banquet), dance at our evening parties and experience 
lots more magical themed surprises!

 > Train and take part in a real life Quidditch tournament -  
yes, we’ve developed a version just for Muggles!

 > Have a unforgettable time at the mesmerising Warner 
Bros. Studio Tour to see the world famous ‘Making of 
Harry Potter’

KKCL WANTAGE HALL
STAY IN THE HISTORIC WANTAGE HALL, FOR A TRADITIONAL 

BRITISH BOARDING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE!



Lingfeng Pan from China

“I think the classes were really wonderful. In the class you are relaxed and the games are 
interesting. We can create music, cartoons, movies and my favourite... a horror movie. Our 
teacher helped us to make some special effects for it. 

I enjoyed activities such as ten-pin bowling. I think I want to go ten-pin bowling in China!

The trips are really interesting because we have a wonderful guide who can tell us about the 
different places we visit.

Join us at KKCL. You will enjoy it, trust me!”

“It was fun and after the 

activities I feel more 

#CONFIDENT.”

@Alice (Italy)



Maria Pia from Italy

“My experience at KKCL was great. Lessons are brilliant and every day we do something new. In 
the afternoon the school usually has trips or fun activities like making a music video...

Every week we have a topic, for example, last week the topic was “Music Week”. During the 
lesson, the teacher gave us some ideas for writing a song and helped us to write our own. In the 
afternoon we produced music on the computer with a fantastic programme and then we made 
a music video.

My experience at KKCL was super and I hope it will be for you too.”

ENGLISH

Go 
Create!

“We learnt how to make our 

own #MUSIC,  write a song 

and make a music #VIDEO. 

It was amazing.”

@ Hanqiu  (China)

“At the same time we are 

learning #ENGLISH and 

having fun... that’s a good 

method.”

@Rodrigo (Spain)



KKCL TELFORD
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Availability
Year Round (Group booking only from September to June)

Age Range
10-17

Location
Telford Innovation Campus, University of Wolverhampton

Accommodation
3 Star-rated single en-suite rooms, Premium suite for Group 
Leaders (depending on availability)

Telford Highlights

 > In the heart of England, surrounded by beautiful green 
countryside and beside the world famous Ironbridge, lies 
KKCL Telford

 > All-in-one location surrounded by 27 acre of greenland 
and forest, close to Telford Shopping Centre

 > Adventurous activities on-site including F2 racing team 
showground 

 > Central location for trips to traditional Shropshire market 
towns, Oxford and its university, and gateway to the 
modern cultural cities of Liverpool and Manchester 

 > A weekend in London just a few hours’ drive away

 > Visit the world famous Snowdonia,coasts of Wales and 
surrounding natural beauty

 > A great central hub for tailored programmes

THIS FANTASTIC LOCATION WAS THE HEART 
OF THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND ITS 
NEIGHBOURING CITY IS THE ‘ MINI VENICE ’ 
OF ENGLAND - ALSO OUR SECOND LARGEST 
CITY - BIRMINGHAM!



KKCL EALING GREEN
JOIN OUR POP-UP SCHOOL IN THE LEAFY SUBURB OF EALING 

IN WEST LONDON - GREAT FOR GROUPS WHO ARE LOOKING 
FOR AN AFFORDABLE LONDON EXPERIENCE
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Ealing Green Highlights

 > Zone 3 location in London, right next to Ealing Broadway 
tube station

 > University-standard facilities

 > Surrounded by Walpole Park, a lovely place to study and 
relax

Availability
9 July to 13 August (Summer School)

Age Range
10 to 17

Location
Ealing Green College

Accommodation
Homestay, Hotel



What is our Drama Workshop?
Come and study acting in London at KKCL! We offer weekly 
courses in drama with a complete focus on performance. During 
the workshop you learn different dramatic techniques, strategies, 
exercises and games. You also spend much of your time in acting 
rehearsals (incorporating elements of singing and dancing), all in 
preparation for a high-quality English theatre performance at the 
end of the week, entirely in English.

Drama Department at KKCL
As Head of Drama at KKCL, Daniel Zappi organises and runs the 
drama workshops we offer for students at our Harrow school 
and summer residences. The courses we provide are tailored for 
each specific group and include performances from the works of 
Shakespeare, Charles Dickens and the Canterbury Tales amongst 
others.

Daniel started his journey when he founded the Oxford World 
Theatre company to adapt Shakespeare for international students 
to perform in English. In four years he brought more than 7000 
students of all ages and backgrounds onto the stage from Europe 
and further afield. Having worked extensively teaching drama 
with CLIL with the Chain Foundation, Daniel is well placed to run 
the KKCL drama department.KKCL DRAMA WORKSHOP
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Drama Related Visits

We also have different options available which could include:

 > Top shows and musicals in London’s West End theatres

 > Visit to Shakespeare’s Globe theatre

 > Trip to Stratford Upon Avon - birthplace of Shakespeare

 > Charles Dickens Museum

 > Other places of interest related to theatre

COME AND STUDY ACTING IN LONDON AT KKCL!



Drama Workshop combined with Go 
Create! English
The combination of the Drama Workshop and the Go Create! 
English programme will result in a full and intensive week that 
could benefit the students immensely and give a wholly integral 
experience. Whereas Go Create! English focuses on students 
utilising the English language to do creative-based projects 
such as filmmaking, radio, or music, the Drama Workshop is a 
performance-based methodology. 

Go Create! English is overseen by qualified native English teachers 
and the Drama Workshop is taught by industry professionals. All 
students work can be accessed via our online portal English Club. 
A typical week of Go Create! is made up of 15 hours of lessons 
and the Drama Workshop is also 15 hours, making a total of 30 
hours of English and drama in a week plus performance.

Visits into London & around UK

 > Excursions include world famous landmarks and 
historical locations such as Buckingham Palace, British 
Museum, London Eye and Tower Bridge etc… as well as a 
cruise on the River Thames

 > Activity worksheets provided for students and overviews 
of the following day’s excursions

 > Organised trips available to different UK locations. For 
example, Brighton, Bath or the Harry Potter studio
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Why do the Drama Workshop?
 > Increase your confidence

 > Learn how to act entirely in English!

 > Performance of a play in English

 > 15 hours of rehearsals and theatre workshops

 > Practise drama every day using proven dramatic 
techniques

 > Discover your inner talent

 > Teambuild within a group

 > Learn new vocabulary

 > Improve your public speaking

 > Fully immersive experience
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KKCL SOCCER CAMP
A HAT-TRICK OF FOOTBALL, EXCURSIONS AND LANGUAGE 
WITH WEST HAM UNITED

Your British experience kicks off with 
KKCL!
What better way to learn a language than with the sport you truly 
love? KKCL Soccer Camp combines dynamic, fun English lessons 
with football coaching, matches and themed excursions to give 
each child a learning experience as memorable as a last-minute 
goal at the Boleyn Ground!

During your child’s course, English is spoken all day, every day 
– both on the West Ham training grounds and in the KKCL 
classroom – with a big emphasis on using the language naturally. 
The confidence and progress that comes from all that English 
communication is something every student can take home with 
them long after the final whistle.

Groups who prefer to experience more British culture can take 
the optional British Explorer programme instead of English 
lessons.

 • For Students 8-17 years old
 • 15 hours of football-coaching per week
 • 10 hours of Go Create! English lessons
 • Tailored Optional British Explorer programme with 2 

full-day weekend -excursions and 5 afternoon activities 
each week
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What happens in the morning?
Every morning, students will take part in training sessions with 
West Ham’s experienced coaches. Each session focuses on 
teaching the fundamental techniques of the game and showing 
players how to master these skills. Tailor-made for junior players 
and with a fun and friendly atmosphere, these sessions allow 
players to live and breathe football all week - in English of course!

What happens in the afternoon and 
evening?
Afternoons and evenings are for Go Create! English lessons and 
excursions. Go Create! English offers far more than just standard 
English lessons with football vocabulary on top and the lessons 
alternate with excursions, allowing students to get to know the 
secrets of London during their stay.

Groups who would like to experience more British culture in the 
afternoon have the option of replacing English lessons with more 
cultural activities and trips from our British Explorer programme, 
such as horse-riding, golf and even afternoon tea!

What happens at the weekend?
Full-day excursions take place on both Saturdays and Sundays, 
featuring a mix of trips to historic centres outside London and 
sightseeing in the famous capital itself.

Who supervises the students?
All activities are supervised by trained KKCL staff members 
– Activity Leaders and Teachers - as well as specially-trained 
football coaches from West Ham. All our staff are DBS checked. 

How long does the course last?
As a general rule, the camps are two weeks long. If you have a 
different length of stay in mind, please get in contact with us at 
international.office@kkcl.org.uk

Who can participate?
Any children, male or female, between 8 and 17 years of age. 

What level of soccer is needed to get 
into the camp?
We offer soccer camps for all levels. We understand that some 
children are mainly coming for the fun of playing their favourite 
sport, while others are involved in football in a more serious way 
and want to continue perfecting their game during the summer in 
our technique camps.

What will I get in the football kit?
Each child will receive a West Ham training top, shorts, socks and 
jumper.

Can my children play a competitive 
match?
Yes, they can! KKCL and West Ham can arrange for a friendly 
match against a local youth side if you require. Contact us for 
more details.
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Visits into London & around UK

 > Excursions including world famous landmarks and 
historical locations such as Buckingham Palace, British 
Museum, London Eye and Tower Bridge etc as well as a 
cruise on the River Thames

 > Activity worksheets provided for students

 > Organised trips available to different UK locations. For 
example, Stratford-Upon-Avon, Bath and the Harry Potter 
studio tour

Travel to Europe!

 > Visit some of Europe’s oldest historical towns and cities

 > See Paris, Venice, and other major tourist destinations

 > Accompanied 24/7 by our KKCL reps

 > Study 15 hours of English in London

 > Stay in KKCL approved hotels

Why the European Cultural Study Tour?

 > Stay in London and learn English in one  of KKCL’s centres

 > Explore various sights in London

 > Travel to Europe’s top destinations and experience the best of European culture

EUROPEAN CULTURAL 
STUDY TOURS 
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What is the European Cultural Study 
Tour?

This extraordinary journey starts in one of Europe’s most famous 
capitals - London. 

You spend the first week at KKCL language school where you 
will be learning English following our specially designed Go 
Create! English Programme. Also included as part of the week are 
sightseeing visits into London.

The journey then continues on to Paris, and for the next seven 
days you will discover different cities within Europe. From Reims 
- the heart of the champagne region - to Luxembourg and then 
to other historic locations within Germany, Austria and Venice.

We can also tailor the trip to your exact specifications. It’s all 
possible, just give us a call! 

Guided tour of Britain 

The United Kingdom is famous for its historic cities and beautiful 
countryside. The destinations for this tour were carefully selected 
because of their reputation for being the most magnificent in our 
country.  

This tour includes visits to the UK’s two rival top universities, 
Oxford and Cambridge. Stroll along the beautiful surroundings 
in both cities – which will be your favourite? We’ll also take the 
adventure up north to the historic cities of York and Edinburgh, 
with their breathtaking cathedrals, ancient Roman walls and 
narrow, winding streets. There’s nowhere better to see Britain’s 
beautiful green landscape than the Lake District National Park, 
home to the tallest mountain in England, and famous for its jaw-
dropping scenery and wildlife. Next up, we’ll visit a football fan’s 
paradise, Manchester - home to fierce rival clubs Man City and 
Man United. To top it all off, you’ll visit the medieval Stratford 
Upon Avon, birthplace of William Shakespeare, the quintessential 
English town.
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Tailored Programmes include:

 > Go Create English + Art / Music / Dance Workshops & 
Masterclasses in world famous institutions (e.g. Royal 
Academy of Music, Royal College of Music, Saatchi Gallery) 

 > General English / Business English + Study & Employability 
Skills Workshop + Industry Visits

 > Exam Preparation Courses

 > Engineering and Design Related Workshops (e.g. Unlikely 
Inspiration, Design Cycle)

 > Tailor Made Science Workshops for primary / high school 
students - e.g. Science Fair, Hunter or the Hunted

 > British Culture Experience including British Etiquette 
Masterclass, horse riding, rowing, formal banquet 
experience and many more

 > High School Immersion Experience with leading UK schools 
and colleges including bespoke workshops (e.g. Think like 
an Oxbridge Student)

 > KKCL Drama Workshop: Mini-Shakespeare Play + Create-
Your-Own Play including visits to London West End 
theatres and theatrical workshops giving students the rare 
opportunity to perform scenes, songs and dances from 
different theatre shows

 > Academic visits / masterclasses / lectures & seminars at 
top UK universities including University of Cambridge 
and University of Oxford, given by leading professors in 
departments of interest / department representatives

 > Classic Guided Tour of Britain

 > Wine and Food Pairing Event for Parents
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We take pride in our tailored programmes being based on 
creativity and versatility, so it’s no wonder that we are always 
ready to adapt. We have designed special courses geared towards 
Drama, Literature, and British Culture, to name but a few. We 
also design courses for Erasmus, PON and Trinity exam students. 
Get in touch to find out what we can do for you!

KKCL TAILORED COURSES
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Predominant nationalities

Age distribution of 
junior students for 
July 2016 

KKCL DEMOGRAPHICS 

Nationality distribution
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FAQs
Frequently Asked Questions about booking, 
preparing for and attending the KKCL Juniors 
programme. Please feel free to contact us if you 
have more!

Q: How can I book an individual student?

A: Visit our website www.kkcljuniors.com and complete the 
application form. You will receive a confirmation email saying that 
your application has been received. A member of our sales team 
will issue you with an invoice and confirmation letter via email. 

Q: How can I book a group?

A: Our programme can be tailored to meet your group’s 
requirements. For more information, please contact the school 
and ask to speak to one of our sales staff for a quotation. Below 
are some example programmes we have offered to our partner 
institutions:

PET Exam practice; Winter School for Chinese groups; British 
Cultural Experience; Drama-focused English and West End 
musicals; Family bookings for young learners and parents. 

Q: What should students bring with them?

A: We send a pre-departure pack to all students once the booking 
is confirmed, containing information about everything they will 
need for their trip. If you want to give a student pocket money, 
we would suggest a maximum of £50 per week, in case students 
wish to pay for any optional trips or activities as well as for 
personal shopping.

Q: What happens when I book airport transfer with KKCL?

A: A dedicated KKCL representative with a bright orange KKCL 
t-shirt will be present at Heathrow, Stansted, Luton and Gatwick 
Airport on the designated arrival days (usually on Sundays) 
between 9.00am and 5.30pm. Individuals or small groups (5 
students or less) who arrive outside of these times will be picked 
up by a taxi driver arranged by KKCL.

At the end of the stay, KKCL will arrange a coach or taxi to transfer 
the students to the airport. Any student without accompanying 
adults or group leaders will be accompanied by KKCL staff and 
given help to go through the airport check-in process.

Large groups will always be met by a KKCL representative at the 
airport and then taken by coach to the school.

Q: Is there a place where students can store valuables?

A: Yes. We have safety lockers at each centre. We can safely 
store documents, pocket money and any valuables on the school 
premises on request.

Q: How do I contact a student at the school?

A: The pre-departure pack (see above) gives you the contact 
details of the school, the emergency phone number and 
information about the best time to contact students while  they 
are with us. Staff can help students to contact you once they 
have arrived.

Q: How do I contact a student at the school?

A: The pre-departure pack (see above) gives you the contact 
details of the school, the emergency phone number and 
information about the best time to contact students while  they 
are with us. Staff can help students to contact you once they 
have arrived.

Q: Can I visit a student while they are in the school?

A: We are very happy to have parents or relatives visit the school, 
as long as you contact us in advance to arrange this.

Q: Can a student leave the school for a short time if they 
have permission from parents? For example, to visit a 
relative or a family friend who lives nearby?

A: It is permissible to have a parent or relative take a student out 
of the school for a short time, as long as they have contacted the 
school in advance to arrange this.

Parents or relatives who accompany the student away from the 
school will be asked to sign an absentee form, to leave their 
passport with the school office and to provide a contact number 
in case of emergency.

Q: What will happen during the first day at the school?

A: On arrival at the school, students are greeted by a senior 
member of staff who will be able to answer any immediate 
questions. Students then receive a tour of the school and full 
induction covering the school’s facilities, emergency procedures 
and welfare provision. Students are told who to contact if they 
encounter any problems or need any help and how to go about 
making suggestions or complaints. As part of the induction, 
students are given an ID card and workbook with a 24-hour 
emergency contact number.

Q: Is it possible for the school to cater for special dietary 
requirements?

A: Yes, we can cater for different dietary requirements, as long as 
we are told in advance at the time of booking (see the booking 
form for details).

Q: What if a student has a medical condition that requires 
special arrangements?

A: You are asked to provide information about any medical 
conditions on the booking form. This information will be 
acknowledged by our team during the student’s stay. Please note 
we are not allowed to provide any specialised or prescription 
medication. All students are asked to bring such medication with 
them.
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Q: What if a student has a medical condition that requires 
special arrangements?

A: You are asked to provide information about any medical 
conditions on the booking form. This information will be 
acknowledged by our team during the student’s stay. Please note 
we are not allowed to provide any specialised or prescription 
medication. All students are asked to bring such medication with 
them.

If a student loses their medication, our duty staff will help with 
the process of acquiring replacements. Please be aware that 
medical treatment in the UK could incur a cost payable by the 
student. The National Health Service (NHS) only provides free 
medical care to EU students and certain other countries and does 
not cover dental treatment, glasses or prescriptions. The college 
will only send students for treatment in emergency situations. 
Non-urgent treatment should be carried out in the student’s 
home country.

Q: Do I need to purchase travel insurance?

A: We provide student travel insurance at no extra cost. The 
insurance policy covers cancellation and curtailment, course fees, 
medical expenses, personal belongings and money, as well as 
personal liability. If you wish to make a claim from the insurance 
company, KKCL will provide the student with a claim form which 
needs to be filled in and submitted to the insurance company 
directly either by the student or by a parent/guardian. 

Q: Is it possible to choose a homestay?

A: We always do our best to match your needs and requests but 
it is not possible for parents or students to choose a homestay 
themselves.

Q: Does my child need a visa to study at the school?

A: This depends on your nationality. For the latest visa information 
please contact the British Embassy in your home country or 
check: 

https://www.gov.uk/check-uk-visa

If the student does require a visa then you should apply to the 
summer school as early as possible to secure their place and 
ensure they can apply for and receive their visa in time for the 
start of the programme. 

We will provide students with a visa letter that can be used to 
support their visa application. The letter includes all the necessary 
information for a visa application as required by the UK Home 
Office and cannot be amended to suit individual requests.

We can post visa letters out via regular mail or by courier at an 
additional charge.

Q: I have another question!

A: If you have any further questions, please get in contact with us 
at: bookings@kkcl.org.uk




